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The Courtesans Voice
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and Oral Traditions
COURTING MUSIC
Like the donna angelicata (the revered woman) of Petrarch's lyric canon, so immensely
popular in the sixteenth century, courtesans were often reproached by abject lovers
but also venerated by them. A painting by Parrasio Michel of ca. 156 0 (fig. 4.1)
condenses this double status of the courtesan by presenting her in a performative
guise. She gazes heavenward as she sings to the lute but with breasts exposed and is
attended by a secularized Cupid who stands in as both son of Venus (herself a standin for the courtesan) and the Roman God of Love deployed so prolifically in sacred
and secular images.
As the site of this doubleness, the courtesan was also the quintessential object
of a generalized male way of encountering women. In Petrarchan glosses she was
the lyric obsession that marked the poet's lost youth, his sweet error, the cause of
his tears and singing and his loss of reason. But more often than other women, she
could suffer when the balance tipped toward viewing her as the cruel, unattainable
lady. When that happened her reputation could be put on the line. And as a woman
who conversed and sang when other women often could not, her voice then became
the locus of an irresoluble paradox—madonna or a whore, lady or harlot? Small
wonder, then, that as the voice was increasingly added to the courtesans' wares in
the sixteenth century, the female voice became a general blazon of courtesan-like
disrepute—the more so as singing styles increasingly favored solo virtuosity. By the
15405, when reactionary religious leanings had intensified debates about female propriety, "singing" itself became a watchword for female impropriety, something from
which courtesans' uses of courtly singing could profit but which could also damn
them, and exclude them from legitimate social life.1 Thus, for example, where the
humanist Pietro Bembo exalted the place of singing for women as well as for men in
his 1505 dialogue on love Gli asolani, in 1541 he admonished his teenage daughter
not to play a musical instrument, since doing so was "a thing for vain and frivolous
women."2 No longer was it clear by the mid-sixteenth century whether courtesans
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FIGURE 4.1. Courtesan with lute, oil painting by Parassio Michel.
Szepmuveszeti Muzeum, Budapest

might sing as beautifully as noblewomen, or whether "honest" women who sang
turned into courtesans.
The mercurial place of singing in female self-production and reception of the
time has long bewildered scholars. Further on in this volume Bonnie Gordon shows
that the popular tradition of sixteenth-century love treatises aggravated confusions
over courtesans' singing in their own day, since love was conceived as spiritually
uplifting yet threatening to self and society. Bembo's own dialogue on love, which
initiated the tradition, spells out the dilemma. Staged during a wedding at the court
of the ex-Cypriot queen Caterina Cornaro at Asolo, the queen's ladies-in-waiting
charm their guests with song, then join conversations among those who dispute
the Neoplatonic musical theories of Marsilio Ficino. Love emerges as the desire for
beauty, and beauty in turn as a grace that results from harmony: the better proportioned the parts of the body or the virtues of the soul, the more beautiful each may
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be. Access to bodily beauty is given mainly through sight, whereas access to the
beauty of the soul is attained solely through hearing. As the soul reawakens to its
divine origins, music becomes a means of ascent to God,3 valorized for its power to
enrapture the soul.4
But the dialogue soon turns to a more worldly mood, even while invoking the
Neoplatonic notion of sympathetic vibrations: when two lutes are well tuned and
one of them is plucked, the other lute will immediately respond at pitch. The same
thing happens to two loving souls who make sweet matching harmonies, even when
distant from one another.5
As Bembo's fusion of music and eros was propelled through a veritable explosion of vernacular writings on love, language, music, and beauty issued in the second quarter of the sixteenth century, tensions between the spiritual and the worldly
became their chief burden. Popularly the claim was still that music was a medium
of love and the lover one who had to be skilled in music,6 with loftier Neoplatonic
philosophy linking the faculty of hearing with the spiritual side of love. It was de
rigueur at mid-century to spiritualize love in popular love dialogues like Giuseppe
Betussi's II raverta (Venice 1544). Yet inevitably the ambivalent nexus between love
and music was unloosed, as the two slipped perilously from spirit to body and back.
Along that continuum, Betussi, for example, proposed a series of gradations from intellectual love wholly devoid of sensuality to corporeal love devoid of intellect, even
as, paradoxically, he glossed them as "the two Venuses."7 Between these poles, Betussi imagined female protagonists—emblematic of courtesans—who figured radical
cosmic stretches from immaterial to material, spiritual to physical. The same divide
marked Bernardino Tomitano's Ragionamenti della lingua toscana (Conversations on
the Tuscan Tongue) (Venice, 1545), which personified music and verse as "a most
sweet procuress who, with the enticements of her sweetnesses, lures the soul into that
happiness with the state of loving an unknown ('un non so che')."8 When beautifully
sung, poetry was a female "temptress" ("lusinghiera"), he added, furtively gathering
souls for some spectral place in a world beyond.
At stake in these discourses was less how music inflected the status of love
than how it inflected the status of lovers. Love theories generally made music an
asset to lovers, even as it made the practice of making music a liability for women.
Not surprisingly, therefore, the single dialogue on love written by a woman, Tullia
dAragona's Dialogo della infinita d'amore (Dialogue on the Infinity of Love) (Venice,
1547), effaced music altogether—along with her own status as a courtesan—when it
went about comparing the virtues of spiritual and mundane love.9 Significantly, the
Dialogo did much to help legitimize her intellectual standing, not least by using the
famed Florentine literato Benedetto Varchi as her foil but also by appropriating his
Aristotelian discourse on love and reshaping it to fashion her own virtuosic apologia
endorsing physical love. "Virtuous love," she wrote, could encompass physical as well
as spiritual love because humans, being made of intellect and matter, needed both
kinds.
Tullia dAragona's total omission of music in a work that defends physical love is
striking given that she herself was a poet, lutenist, and singer, and owned a considerable library of music books, in addition to her many books in Italian and Latin.10 According to an admirer at the Ferrarese court, her sight-reading of music was proficient
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enough that she could "sing from the book any motet or chanson,"11 and as she played
the lute, she surely accompanied her own verse in monodic arrangements too. But
her music, like that of other women of her time, could be met with distrust. She had
been publicly excoriated for accompanying elderly clients, who danced barefoot the
rosina and pavana to the tune of her lute.12 At a chilly moment in her Dialogo Tullia
tells Varchi that he's trying to "slip out of the argument, get away, and pay [her] with
a song."13
If song was a useful currency in Tullia's own trade, it was just as useful for beating Varchi at his own game. For song was cheap and dangerous from the Aristotelian heights of Varchi's argument, not least in the nervous Counter-Reformational
climate (so-called) of the 15405. Polyphonic singing was deemed less dangerous for
women than solo singing because it regulated the rhythmic pacing of declamation,
made lavish ornamentation musically harder to incorporate and easier to put under
metrical controls, and in general discouraged excessive ostentation by virtue of collective delivery. But even polyphonic singing and lute-playing could be seen as risky.
When Bembo admonished his daughter not to play a musical instrument, only eight
years had passed since the brilliant, notorious Pietro Aretino published his vituperative satire on prostitutes, I ragionamenti of 1533, and invective literature was flooding
from Venetian presses.14 Indeed in his first book of letters published in 1537 Aretino
declared that "the sounds, songs, and letters that women know are the keys that open
the doors to their modesty."15 Even more blunt were several satiric verses addressed
some years later by the poet and music-lover Girolamo Fenaruolo to Adrian Willaert,
choir master of St. Mark's: "Never is there found a woman so rare nor so chaste that
if she were to sing she would not soon become a whore."16
This demotion of song to a tool of self-display makes a striking contrast to Castiglione's humanistic endorsement of song for courtiers and court ladies in 152 8. But by
the 15405 fashions for solo song had traveled from the northern Italian courts to the
salons of mercantile cities where they were no longer festishized in print as they had
been in the early part of the century. When the venal polygraph Antonfrancesco
Doni (an Aretino knock-off) wrote in his Dialogo della musica (Venice, 1544) about
his first encounter with the salons of Venice, he had seven male interlocutors adorning with conversation and music the society of a woman named Selvaggia, ambiguously presented as an urbane courtesan or a courtly libertine woman. "Honored" and
"indebted," as she calls herself in courtly rhetoric, Selvaggia thrives among men who
praise, adore, and sing with her. At last they serenade her with four solo monodies
accompanied by the "lyre" (lira) on sonnets whose music is unwritten, unlike all the
other music in the Dialogo.

THE COURTESAN'S SONG
At issue in all of this is women's self-display in unwritten solo song. Such singing and
playing went on primarily in the cultured salons where women—some, or perhaps
most, courtesans—were typically admitted for their poetic prowess, complemented
with singing to their own accompaniment.17 The Venetian academist Domenico Venier rhapsodized about an otherwise little-known singer named Franceschina Bel-
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FIGURE 4.2 . Ottaviano Petrucci, "Modo de cantar sonetti."
Libro quarto de frottole (Venice, 1505).

lamano, making her hand into a metonym for her song: "With various words, now
this, now that string / Does the lovely hand ["la bella mano"] touch on the hollow
wood, / Miraculously tuning her song to its sound" (no. 6 8, vv. p-n).18 And virtually all the other women who make an appearance at Venier's prestigious salon were
singers too.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the singing of courtesans and other soloists
utilized melodic formulas that were committed to memory and performed over chord
or bass patterns.19 Examples of these oral practices survive in some of the frottola
books printed by Ottaviano Petrucci between 1504 and 1514, books of vernacular
songs in three- or usually four-voice format, and explicitly so in Book 4 of 1505
(undated but dateable), which printed different "modi" ("modes" or "melodies") for
particular poetic forms.2 0 Figure 4.2 shows in facsimile the "modo de cantar sonetti"
(mode for singing sonnets) as printed in Petrucci's Book 4, transmitted without words
since any sonnet can be sung to it.
The layout of the four voices makes it obvious that the printed format was merely
the basis for whatever arrangement a given performer or group of performers would
choose to make. Not only is no text given, but the parts (tenor, altus, and bassus,
respectively, beneath the unnamed cantus) have no obvious means of being realized.
They are nothing more than a spare three phrases each, each phrase sixteen minims
long (or eight semibreves) with shared consonances and phrase endings and a repeat
sign after the second phrase. Unlike the syntactic parsing of poetry in polyphonic^
madrigals of the 15405, such monodies appear to have been based almost entirely
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on a principle of matching poetic lines to musical phrases. That this was the case
throughout the sixteenth century is suggested by prints and songs that appear well
into the later sixteenth century and beyond. Seventy years after Petrucci's print was
made, the Florentine lutenist Cosimo Bottegari compiled a manuscript (the "Bottegari Lutebook") including modi of a very similar kind (some texted and some untexted), and the same was true three years later of tunes in the Neapolitan print Aeri
raccolti edited by Rocco Rodio.2 1
Using a combination of practical knowledge and historical fantasy, we can picture Tullia d'Aragona declaiming one of the sonnets she wrote to her mentor and
lover Girolamo Muzio, a courtier, soldier, and writer at the court of Ferrara (the
probable pattern of musical phrases is shown in capital letters):
A
B
B
C

Fiamma gentil che da gl'interni lumi
con dolce folgorar in me discendi,
il mio intense affetto lietamente prendi,
com'e usanza a tuoi santi costumi;

Gentle flame that descends in me
from internal lights with a sweet burning,
take my intense affection with joy,
as you are used to doing,

A
B
B
C

poi che con alta tua luce m'allumi
e si soavemente il cor m'accendi,
ch'ardendo lieto vive e lo difendi,
che forza di vil foco nol consumi.

since with your great light you illumine me
and so sweetly ignite my heart
that, burning, it lives happily and you defend it,
for the force of a terrible fire does not consume
it.

A E con la lingua far che '1 rozo ingegno,
B caldo dal caldo tuo, cerchi inalzarsi
C per cantar tue virtuti in mille parti;

And with language you let my rough talent,
warmed by your ardor, seek to awaken itself
to sing your virtues in a thousand places.

A io spero ancor a 1'eta tarda farsi
B noto che fosti tal, che stil piu degno

I still hope in old age to make it
known that such were you that a more worthy
style
was needed, and that it was an honor for me to
love you.

C uopo era, e che mi fu gloria 1'amarti.

Published in her Rime in 1547, the sonnet weaves praise of Muzio, as the true author
who taught her to write and "sing," into praise of herself as his worthy and glorious
pupil.2 2
Tullia claims by suggestion that his honor is hers, since it was she who learned
to sing of his virtues, and who can therefore take the credit through her act of proclaiming them. Elaborating on the theme, she declares with all too specious modesty
that the great Muzio is no common man but a "flame," "gentle" yet so overwhelming that only he can protect her from the threat of the "terrible fire" he ignites in
her. But eros pales beside the fire of fame: it was his flame that gave her voice, and
with it now lit, she sings to her own glory of his virtues and his love for her. This is
much the way love strikes Petrarch in his famous canzone 2 3, "Nel dolce tempo della
prima etade," which declares that Love and his lady transformed him "into what I
am, turning me from a living man into a green laurel"—transformed him, that is,
into a poet crowned with the laurel wreath that bestows fame on the poet laureate.2 3
Yet Tullia puts the fire back in the torch of fame. Inverting directly Petrarch's last
lines—"But I have certainly been a flame lit by a lovely glance and I have been the
bird that rises highest in the air raising her whom in my words I honor" ("ma fui ben
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Sonnet setting in frottola style by Paulo Scotti, published in 1511 in the
second book of frottole for voice and lute arranged by Franciscus Bossinensis.

A

B

C

fiamma d'un bel guardo accense, et fui Fuccel che piu per 1'aere poggia alzando lei che
ne' miei detti onoro")—she eroticizes Petrarch, claiming not just that it is her lover
who has raised her to write and sing with honor, but that it was his ardor for her that
motivated and thus honors her, and that will allow her to be honored (like a poet
laureate) in old age. The direction of the Petrarchan urge to write is reversed here
too, the man inspiring the woman (and the woman showing up the man).2 4
In ex. 4.1 I give a simple setting by Paulo Scotti, published in 1511 in the second
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book of frottole for voice and lute arranged by Franciscus Bossinensis, of Petrarch's
sonnet "O tempo, o ciel involubil" (no. 355), which represents the kind of modo Tullia
could have used to sing her own poem (replacing Petrarch's poem with hers). Highly
recitational, the music, like Petrucci's "modo de cantar sonetti," is merely a skeletal
starting point for the elaborated repetitions of phrases that singers turned out in performance. It could just as easily have served as a modo for new texts as the untexted
modo of Petrucci did (cf. fig. 4.2 ). Like all other such modi, this one limits itself to
several phrases of music that match the sonnet's two quatrains and two tercets in
the pattern ABBC, ABBC, ABC, ABC.2 5 The three phrases array themselves by
step around a Dorian tonality on g that lifts off from g1 to a' (phrase A), moves down
to pause on ft 1 (phrase B), and finally rises from ft 1 back to g1 (phrase C)—overall an initiating, medial, and final phrase that form together a kind of structural
mordent.
Imagine Tullia offering her own sonnet in praise of her lover to the ears and
hearts of fellow academists, stirring up a lather of ornaments through each successive quatrain and tercet. (See the different renderings of phrase 3, compared with
Scotto's melody, at the endings of the quatrains and the sestet in ex. 4.2 a-d.) At first
she might have held back all but a little tugging at the cadences—some pathetic
rubato here, a seductive mordent there (e.g., "costumi," which ends the first quatrain,
ex. 4.2 b). By the second quatrain one might suppose more extravagant diminutions,
delicious runs and turns over sustained notes on phrases like "soavemente '1 cor," a
trill seasoned with a turn at the cadence at "il cor m'accendi" (verse 6 ) and still more
on the culminating "nol consumi" that ends the octave (verse 8, ex. 4.2 0). Only at
the end of the sonnet might there have been a really frothy surface (ex. 4.2 d).2 6
We have little idea how luxuriant the ornaments produced by female monodists
(or any solo singers from the mid-sixteenth century) actually were.2 7 Ornamented
examples of polyphony and monophonic examples in ornamentation treatises of the
mid- to later sixteenth century tend largely to avoid leaps in embellished passages,
instead favoring scalewise "diminution" (runs and figuration). But these were largely
written for students by male teachers and published for a public of amateur musiclovers. They are more prescriptive than descriptive, and steer toward normative practice over the arresting extravagance that courtesans may have ventured.
There are at least modest examples of extensive runs and leaps in written-out
monodies from the early to mid-sixteenth century, suggesting that the degree of
luxuriance depended on the poem sung and the self-presentation of the singer. An
example from the late fifteenth- to early sixteenth-century frottola repertory is the
anonymous Ayme sospiri, which exists in an unornamented manuscript version of ca.
146 0-70 as well as an ornamented version in Petrucci's book 4, performable like all
such pieces in either a vocal version or an instrumental version.2 8 Other cousins to
improvised modi and ornamented frottole include various through-composed, trebledominated polyphonic madrigals. Some were included in lutebooks, like the luteaccompanied solo madrigal by Hippolito Tromboncino Jo son ferito, ahi lasso shown
in facsimile in fig. 4.3. The madrigal comes from the "Bottegari Lutebook" dated 1574
and shows a vocal part ornamented throughout, albeit in a relatively measured and
reserved way. Other written-out ornaments found their way into genres of repertories
printed in partbooks. Among them are the madrigali ariosi, "song-like" madrigals
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EXAMPLE 4.2 (A-o). Paulo Scotti's melody for phrase 3 of Ex. 4.1, compared with proposed
ornamentation for Tullia d'Aragona to use in declaiming verses 4, 8, and 14 of her sonnet
"Fiamma gentil che da gl'interni lumi." Ornamentation by Martha Feldman.
(a) Phrase 3 , Scotto's melodyunadorned

(b) Phrase 3, first quatrain, v. 4

(c) Phrase 3, second quatrain, v. 8

(d) Phrase 3, second tercet, v. 14

evocative of oral traditions that were linked with practices of reciting ottava (eightline) stanzas from Lodovico Ariosto's epic Orlando furioso and then codified and
printed in written polyphonic form by the Roman Antonio Barre between 1555 and
156 2 ; and what Alfred Einstein dubbed "pseudo-monodies," madrigals that mimic
solo improvisations by supplying buyers with written-out runs and decorations in
the treble part of a four-voice texture supported by relatively plain chords in the accompanying parts beneath.2 9
Pseudo-monodies make it especially clear that crucial to the seductive bravura of
the cantatrice was delivery and embellishment, whether prepared or improvised. An
archetypal example is a setting by the Venetian Baldissera Donate of the anonymous
poem "Dolce mio ben, dolce colomba mia," published in his four-voice madrigal book
in Venice in 156 8 (CD track 3).30 While the lower voices are largely chordal, the soprano is replete with ornamentation of a sort that was otherwise rarely notated before
the early seventeenth-century monodies of Giulio Caccini and Sigismondo d'India.
The piece has an intriguingly flexible metrical feel and lithe style of embellishment,
both suggestive in imagining how courtesans like Tullia d'Aragona might have sung.
As the dialect poet Andrea Calmo wrote in praise of a female friend (filtering a sensual libertine style through the local patois then fashionable among literati), "Oh,
what a beautiful voice, what style, what runs and divisions, what sweetness, enough
to soften the cruelest, hardest, most wicked heart in the world! How excellent the
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FIGURE 4.3. Hippolito Tromboncino, lo son ferito. Lute song witb written-out
vocal ornamentation from tbe Bottegari Lutebook.

words, the subject, the meaning, so acute, so elegant that poetry itself lags behind ..."
("[O]hime che bela vose, che maniera, che gorza, che diminution, che suavitae da far
indolcir cuori crudeli, severi e maligni al mondo! Mo le sorte de le parole, del sugieto,
del significato tanto eccellente, tanto arguto, tanto doto, che la poesia istessa ghe
perderave .. .")-31
In the mid-sixteenth century, with the onset of severe anxieties in response to the
Protestant Reformation, there were growing proscriptions against display and indecorousness for women of the nobility and the class-conscious "bourgeoisie" (as Rosenthai points out). When courtesans declaimed poems like Tullia's, they were brokering
their class status as it crossed with the axis of gender. Envoicing their physical love
with a view to crafting idealized portraits of female sensuality, they also joined in an
energetic process of social differentiation that saw fast development in the mercantile
culture of sixteenth-century Venice. To that end, they required not just fine things
and fine skills, but the flair of a distinctive personal style.32 They needed above all
to capture the untranslatable and ephemeral power of song, for only beyond the
reach of script could song attain that most esteemed, elusive, and mystical appellation of "aria," an ineffable expressive power endowed with the Neoplatonic force located in the realm of the suprasensual. In the words of the organist, madrigalist, and
polygraph Girolamo Parabosco, rhapsodizing over the poet-singer Gaspara Stampa,
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"What shall I say of that angelic voice, which sometimes strikes the air (Taria") with
its divine accents, making such a sweet harmony that it not only seems to everyone
who is worthy of hearing it as if a Siren's... but infuses spirit and life into the coldest
stones and makes them weep with sweetness?"33
Stampa was the unchallenged lyric heroine of her time, authoress of a then unpublished canzoniere (known among cognoscenti) that translates the Petrarchan idiom of
poetic self-creation and narration into a female voice.34 An acclaimed lutenist—singer,
she was an underground legend in literary and musical circles of her time—this despite having avoided publication (if not partly because of it)—and had gained and
given entree to the most prestigious literary and musical salons in Venice.
Stampa has been the object of an enduring controversy that has made her out
as a courtesan on one side and roundly denied it on the other. Her relatively free
lifestyle (free by mid- to late sixteenth-century standards) is well known. She was
born in 152 4 to a wealthy mercantile family in Padua and moved as a child to Venice,
along with her mother and siblings. Living there as an unmarried woman, she began
composing poetry and performing song to her own lute accompaniments in private
salons. By her own poetic account she had two liaisons, most famously with the neglectful, quasi-feudal Count Collaltino of Collalto. But unlike known and professed
courtesans such as Tullia or the later sixteenth-century Veronica Franco, she voiced
her canzoniere predominantly in a pastoral mode imitative of Petrarch and seemingly
resisted publication.35 Perissone Cambio's setting of the anonymous Petrarchan imitation "Non di terrestre donna il chiaro viso," printed in a book dedicated to Stampa in
1547 (see the essay following by De Rycke), might remind us of Stampa's last canzone
(table 4.1 below), which is not pastoral but an encomium of a deceased nun.
Non di terrestre donna il chiaro viso
Che m'arde e strugg'il cor, non Paurea testa,
Non de gli occhi sereni i rai lucenti,
Ne le labbra di rose e '1 dolce riso,
Non la divina angelica modesta
Voce onde s'odon si soave accenti,
Ma di celeste dea tal che finire
Ne lei per morte puo nel mio martire.
No earthly woman's, the fair face
That enflames and melts my heart, nor the golden hair,
Nor the limpid eyes' sparkling rays,
Nor the rosy lips and gentle laugh,
Nor the divine, angelic, modest
Voice that makes such soft sounds,
But a celestial goddess's, so that not even death
Can end my torments.36

Where "Non di terrestre" praises its subject for her "golden crown" ("Faurea
testa") and "divine, angelic, modest voice," quoting Petrarch's depiction of a celestial
Laura in his sonnet "Ripensando a quell ch'oggi il ciel onora" (no. 343, vv. 2 0 and
3-4, respectively), Stampa's "Alma celeste" (see below, table 4.1) eulogizes the nun
as a bride of god, referring to Heaven where the deceased "lived always with her
first Love [God] in delightful ways" ("in dilettose tempre" in other contexts could
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mean "in" or "with charming modi")) and thus lamenting the fate of the nun's mortal brethren who struggle for mastery over their bodily senses. Behind the image of
Petrarch's Marian-styled madonna Laura with which Stampa endows the nun lies the
whispered suggestion of Stampa herself, as a repentant Mary Magdalen imploring
heaven's grace.
I will forgo a summary of the copious evidence adduced as proof and disproof of
Stampa's courtesanship in controversies that raged between 1913 and 192 0 and have
reared their head on various occasions since. More interesting for my purposes is the
fact that her ambiguous position has given observers room over a good four hundred
and fifty years to make of Stampa what they would. Alfred Einstein—more knowledgeable than anyone on Italian secular music—typified the staunch patriarchalism
that underwrote the twentieth-century vision of such a woman, collapsing her into a
master narrative in which virtually all female musicians were fallen women.
One way she undoubtedly did resemble courtesans, though, was in the style of
her repertory, produced by fleshing out her own melodies from skeletal melodic formulas used for Petrarch's verse, or by making up new material.37 Indeed Lynn Hooker
has produced evidence that Stampa elaborated melodic formulas in singing to her
lute, as I have speculated Tullia did. Hooker notes that Stampa's only two canzoni
share the exact same versification scheme with Petrarch's canzone Chiare fresche e
dolci acque, the obvious model for Stampa's Chiaro e famoso mare. (See table 4.1, with
the first two stanzas of each poem and lexical/thematic correspondences italicized.)
She also cites a letter to Stampa from the Friulian religious reformer Orazio Brunetti,
who begs for reentry into Stampa's salon, pleading that he has missed her marvelous
singing and especially her rendition of Petrarch's Chiare fresche.
Canzone stanzas were the least regular of the fixed poetic forms, and therefore
the least amenable to being sung to melodic formulas. Singers could utilize stock
melodic phrases for them, apt for seven- or eleven-syllable lines and for beginnings,
middles, and endings of pieces, so long as they ordered the phrases to match a given
canzone's individual formal scheme. That meant stitching together the phrases with
due attention to the length and form of the piedi and sirima, the idiosyncrasies of
the rhyme scheme, including its placement of rhymed couplets, the need for opening
gambits, expressive high points, and cadential closure, as well as the need for melodic
continuity. The mere fact that all three of Stampa's canzoni share the exact same
poetic form, down to the last syllable and rhyme scheme, makes it quite likely that
she performed them all using the same or a similar succession of melodic phrases.
Since Stampa's singing lay largely beyond the reach of script, we can only dream
of her intoning the words of Chiare fresche or Chiaro e famoso mare to her lute. Yet
there is some written evidence linking Chiare fresche with formulaic oral declamation, at least by association. Chiare fresche was set as a multi-voiced madrigal cycle
by Jacques Arcadelt and printed in 1555 in Barre's first collection of madrigali ariosi.
The cycle is polyphonic, but as James Haar has shown, it is laced throughout with a
melodic formula that migrates from voice to voice and seems to have been widely associated with orally transmitted traditions of declaiming Ariosto's ottave.38 To evoke
something of this spirit, the Newberry Consort has performed Arcadelt's setting of
Petrarch's Chiare fresche substituting for the latter Stampa's Chiaro e famoso mare

Petrarca, Chiare fresche, no. 12 6
Chiaro e famoso mare

Stampa, Rime, no. 6 8
(corresponding verses)

Stampa, Rime, no. 2 99
(corresponding verses)

Comparison of first two stanzas of Petrarch's canzone no. 2 3 with the only two canzoni by Gaspara Stampa (Stampa, Rime, no. 6 8 and no. 2 99)

Verse numbers
and rhyme
scheme
Chiare fresche e dolci acque

TABLE 4.1.

ia

(con sospir dir lo posso)

Sovra '1 cui nobil dosso
si poso '1 mio signer, mentre Amor voile;
rive onorate e care

2 b

(con sospir mi rimembra)

date udienzia insieme
a le dolente mie parole estreme.

I' dico che dal giorno
che fece dipartite
1'idolo, ond'avean pace i miei sospiri,
tolti mi fur d'attorno
tutti i ben d'esta vita;
e restai preda eternal de martiri:
e, perch'io pur m'adiri
e chiami Amor ingrate
che m'involo si tosto
il ben ch'or sta discosto,
non per questo a pietade e mai tornado;
e tien 1'usate tempre,
perch'io mi sfaccia e mi lamenti sempre.
[five more stanzas]

udisti le mie note,
d'ira e di sdegno vote,
colme d'ogni diletto e di riposo;
udite tutti intenti
II suon or degli acerbi miei lamenti.

Tu vagheggi or beata
quell'infinito Sole,
di cui questo altro sole e picciol raggio;
e la voglia appagata
hai si, ch'altro non vuole,
giunta a 1'ultimo fin di suo viaggio;
e la noia e 1'oltraggio
e 1'ombra di quell male,
che sostenesti in vita,
e per sempre sbandita
salita in parte, ove dolor non sale,
ove si vive sempre
Col primo Amor in dilettose tempre.
[five more stanzas]

che '1 petto mio vedeste spesso molle;
soave lido e colle,
che con fiato amoroso

Ove le belle membra
Pose colei che sola a me par donna
Gentil ramo ove piacque

3C
43
5b
6 C
70
8d
pe
10 e
ii D

S'egli e pur mio destino,
e '1 cielo in cio s'adopra,
ch'Amor quest'occhi lagrimando chiuda,
qualche grazia il meschino
corpo fra voi ricopra,
e torni Palma al proprio albergo ignuda;
la morte fia men cruda
se questa spene porto
a quell dubioso passo,
che lo spirito lasso
non poria mai in piu riposato porto
ne in piu tranquilla fossa
fuggi la carne travagliata et 1'ossa.
[five more stanzas]

a lei di fare al bel franco colonna
erba et fior che la gonna
leggiadra ricoverse
co 1'angelica seno
aere sacra sereno
ove Amor co' begli occhi il cor m'aperse:

Alma celeste e pura,
che, casta e verginella
stata tanto fra noi, se gita al cielo
dov'or sovra misura
ti stai lucente e bella,
di piu perfetto accesa e maggior zelo,
perche nel mortal velo
rade volte altrui lice
unir perfettamente
al suo Fattor la mente,
si triste e del nostro arbor la radice
e si forte n'atterra
Questa del senso perigliosa guerra;

13 F

12 f

?c

ia
2 b
3C
43
5b
6 C
8c
ge
10 e
ii D
12 f

13 F

The table is based on unpublished research by Lynn Hooker.
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(CD track 4). Soprano Ellen Hargis sings the lyrics attended by a viol ensemble, thus
replacing the masculine voice of Petrarch's model with the feminine voice of one
whose faith (fede) will be sung in a thousand pages (in mille carte). At the same time
the viol players replace Stampa's own lute with a hypothetical consort of admiring
accompanists.39 With another leap of historical imagination we can conceive Stampa
singing these canzoni as lute-accompanied monodies, perhaps varying a specific formula like the one James Haar distilled from Arcadelt's cycle to make a simulacrum
of what Brunetti so sorely missed hearing when he found himself barred from her
salon.44
At this high echelon of poetizing and vocalizing, women like Tullia dAragona
and Gaspara Stampa needed more than just good vocal timbre, agility, and other
technical skills to achieve fame. Above all they needed a distinctive modo and that
special personal style that would render the voice untranscribable. Only by transcending the printed page could song attain that most esteemed, elusive, and mystical appellation of "aria" that Parabosco attributed to Stampa.
Here I want to return to Einstein's assessment of Stampa and virtually all other
Renaissance women singers as lascivious. For Einstein's view imposed on female music-making of the Renaissance a view that rent asunder mind and body through
a romantic metaphysics in which the spiritual and corporeal are irreconcilable.
The sixteenth century, to the contrary, viewed body and spirit in a continuous affiliation,41 and saw female voices dispersed along this continuum. In salons, printed
love dialogues, and lyric expression, the passions of the female voice slid along a
mind-body continuum, especially when female subjects escaped simple classification
at extremes of chastity or wantonness.
In several ways Stampa's position reminds me less of professed courtesans than of
the nacnis of southern Bihar in East Central India who have been studied by Carol
Babiracki.42 Babiracki describes nacnis as kept women and semi-professional singerdancers, who typically remain mistress to a single man over many years. In one of
her primary cases, the poetic performance of the nacni is interwoven with the life
she shares with her partner, as the two invoke images of themselves using the playful
love lyrics of the divine couple Krishna and Radha. As in early modern Venice, the
man who keeps a nacni as mistress can maintain and even enhance his own social
position, though, unlike in Venice, she becomes casteless in the feudal society of
rural East Central India. Her sacrifice of respectability and children makes for an
inherently ambiguous relationship with the man who keeps her. The two are what
the Bijaris call "non-social," or socially unofficial, the women are literally out-castes,
and their union is said to be made for "private" reasons motivated by love, madness
for music and dance, poverty, and sometimes devotion to Krishna.
Strikingly, the dynamics of a courtesan's or mistress's relationships were mobilized, like the nacni's, by the affect of her performances, which often invoked the
established, pervasive idiom of Petrarch for the expression of love and the conflicts
between spirit and flesh. A nacni's performances, Babiracki argues, are intensely affective because of her identification with the goddess Radha, even though the full
consequences of her union for the sake of love put her in social disgrace. She becomes a "goddess" only to other performers and to her lover, who may idolize her (as
Babiracki says) in an "inversion of normative gender roles [that] recalls the reversal
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of Radha and Krishna, whereby Krishna becomes the submissive devotee and Radha
his powerful, even cruel goddess."43
That reversal recalls the poetic trope of the pitiless lady, Petrarch's unattainable
goddess Laura, or even the elusive mistress of a rival peer. Not unlike nacnis, early
modern courtesans and their like were products of a quasi-feudal, stratified system
of patronage. In Venice, as that system threatened to crack under the pressures of
early modernity, the courtesan's arts of speech, music, and manners, so susceptible to
appropriation and imitation, became increasingly vulnerable to reaction, counteraction, and retaliation. Yet her virtuosity as a performer of rhetorical arts only gave her
greater powers of seduction, power that in some cases was transformed through her
reincarnation as the seventeenth-century diva in the new genre of Venetian opera.
Detached from script, the courtesan's voice conjured up sensible worlds to which she
had uncommon access. Special powers could accrue to her who could tap this affective world of sound. In Renaissance conceptions she gained power over harmonies
and proportions with larger realms of sensory resonance, the immaterial glories of
the voice affirming but eluding the material triumphs of the body.44
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